In this paper, we present an automatic vision-based traffic sign recognition system, which can detect and classify traffic signs at long distance under different lighting conditions. To realize this purpose, the traffic sign recognition is developed in an originally proposed dual-focal active camera system. In this system, a telephoto camera is equipped as an assistant of a wide angle camera. The telephoto camera can capture a high accuracy image for an object of interest in the view field of the wide angle camera. The image from the telephoto camera provides enough information for recognition when the accuracy of traffic sign is low from the wide angle camera. In the proposed system, the traffic sign detection and classification are processed separately for different images from the wide angle camera and telephoto camera. Besides, in order to detect traffic sign from complex background in different lighting conditions, we propose a type of color transformation which is invariant to light changing. This color transformation is conducted to highlight the pattern of traffic signs by reducing the complexity of background. Based on the color transformation, a multi-resolution detector with cascade mode is trained and used to locate traffic signs at low resolution in the image from the wide angle camera. After detection, the system actively captures a high accuracy image of each detected traffic sign by controlling the direction and exposure time of the telephoto camera based on the information from the wide angle camera. Moreover, in classification, a hierarchical classifier is constructed and used to recognize the detected traffic signs in the high accuracy image from the telephoto camera. Finally, based on the proposed system, a set of experiments in the domain of traffic sign recognition is presented. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed system can effectively recognize traffic signs at low resolution in different lighting conditions.
Introduction
The motor vehicle usage in the world increases in every year. According to that, the traffic problems such as accidents and congestion increase as well. With the fast development of Information Technology (IT), the Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) has been introduced to give solutions for those problems. ITS techniques can be divided into two categories as autonomous driving and Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS). The ADAS actively collects important information around automobile and driver is assisted regarding the provided information. In order to improve traffic Manuscript received October 19, 2011 . Manuscript revised January 23, 2012 . † The authors are with the Nagoya University, Nagoya-shi, 464-8603 Japan.
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safety, both the scientific community and the automobile industry have contributed to the development of different types of ADAS [1] , [2] . Traffic signs are the main guide of road transportation, and they deliver road information to transportation participants and warnings about potentially risky situations. The information can be extracted based on the shape, color and the inner symbol of traffic signs. Drivers must recognize traffic signs and comprehend their meaning from fast moving automobiles. To lighten the drivers' burden, visionbased Traffic Sign Recognition (TSR) system has been proposed. The objective of the TSR system is to automatically detect and recognize different types of traffic signs using advanced computer vision techniques and send alarm to drivers as assistance information.
Although the appearance of traffic signs was originally designed to be easily distinguishable from natural objects, the reliable, automated recognition of the traffic signs, especially under different environmental conditions, remains a complex task [3] . The difficulties to overcome in traffic sign detection or recognition were discussed in [4] , and summarized as follows. Firstly, one problem is the possible position of the signs. Although the perfect position for a traffic sign is perpendicular to the trajectory of vehicle, many times, the sign is not positioned that way. Therefore, an automatic TSR system must be able to recognize signs in many positions, hence, must be invariant to rotation. Secondly, another problem is occlusion, which often occurs because of objects such as trees or utility poles. The occlusions reduce the visibility of the signs. But the above mentioned two problems could be reduced or solved by installation and maintenance of traffic signs. Thirdly, the main problem of TSR to be overcome is caused by the variable lighting conditions of the scene in natural environment. These different conditions are brought about by changes in the time of day or night, the weather, the shadow, and the state of the traffic sign itself subject to deterioration.
In addition to the mentioned three problems in [4] , the recognition distance is also an evaluation factor of TSR system. In general, the further away a traffic sign may be recognized, the better it is. A longer recognition distance allows more time for the driver to react to the message of traffic signs without missing any other necessary information [5] . Thus, in this paper, we design a system to recognize traffic sign as soon as it becomes visible in different lighting conditions.
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In order to recognize traffic signs at long distance, TSR is developed in a proposed dual-focal active camera system. In this system, an active telephoto camera works as an assistant of a wide angle camera and can capture a high accuracy image of an object of interest in the view field of the wide angle camera. The image from the telephoto camera provides enough information for recognition when the resolution of traffic sign is low. Based on the structure of the system, traffic signs are detected in the image from the wide angle camera and then are classified using the high accuracy image captured from the telephoto camera.
In order to realize TSR with invariance to lighting, two main contributions are made in this paper. First, we propose a kind of color transformation method with invariance to light changing. The proposed color transformation enhances the stability of the image of traffic sign in dark condition. Based on the color transformation, a multi-resolution detector with cascade mode is trained. This detector is used to realize reliable traffic sign detection at low resolution in variable lighting conditions. Second, in order to capture the high accuracy image of the detected traffic sign in different lighting conditions, we propose an artificial exposure time controlling method for telephoto camera. The correct exposure time of the telephoto camera is calculated based on the parameters of the two cameras and the information from the wide angle camera. Moreover, the exposure time is limited in a reasonable range to reduce the motion blur of image in dark condition. This controlling method make the telephoto camera capture clear image in different lighting conditions, even in night. In addition, a fast clustering method is proposed and applied in classification. The clustering method generates a hierarchical classifier, which is used for solving multi-class classification problem of traffic signs.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the related works in recent literatures. Section 3 presents the dual-focal active camera system and each part of TSR system. Section 4 gives the results of a series of experiments. Section 5 shows the discussions, and Sect. 6 comes to the conclusions.
Related Works
The first known research for TSR was proposed by Akatsuka and Imai [6] in 1987. Many techniques have been proposed since then. The more common TSR systems comprise single video camera mounted at the front of an automobile, and adopt a two-step processing, in which classification is conducted after detection. According to the two steps, the related works are summarized as following subsections.
Detection
In detection stage, the image regions containing traffic signs are located based on different features of interest. According to the method for obtaining the features of interest, the adopted approaches are divided into two categories: knowledge-based and learning-based.
(1) The knowledge-based approach attempts to depict our prior knowledge about traffic signs with some explicit rules in image processing. Shape and color are two obvious features used to design traffic signs, and they are easy to describe based on human prior knowledge. Therefore, they are widely used in traffic sign detection. The knowledgebased detection divides again into color-based and shapebased.
In color-based detection, we locate the areas of the image which contain the color of interest, using image segmentation methods. However, the color tends to be unreliable caused by the time of day, weather conditions, shadows etc. Therefore, researchers represented the color information using more reliable formulas [7] , [8] or color space instead of original RGB values. Most researchers [4] , [9] - [13] have used Hue-Saturation-Intensity (HSI) color space which focuses on the hue and saturation components to prevent lighting dependencies. Furthermore, thresholds used in color segmentation, are chosen by considering real conditions of light changing [4] , [13] . After color segmentation, the connected homogeneous areas are evaluated in a selection processing, and some of them are discarded according to their size or aspect ratio [4] , [7] .
The popular algorithm applied in shape-based detection is Hough Transformation (HT) and its derivatives. Especially, the fast HT based on radial symmetry property has been widely applied because of the real-time performance [14] - [16] . The fast HT works for not only circular traffic signs [15] , but also polygon signs [16] . In this method, each pixel of image votes for the possible positions of center of traffic sign based on image gradient information. Then the center and area of traffic sign is located by checking the voting results. The shape feature is represented based on intensity contrast, which makes the shape feature invariant to light changing.
These two approaches are widely applied for traffic sign detection, but they have some weaknesses. First, when other objects with similar color to traffic sign appear as background, it is difficult to extract an appropriate region for the target sign using color-based detection. The shape feature of traffic sign also disappears because of low image gradient information, which makes the shape-based detection ineffective. Second, partial occlusion has impacts on the size or aspect ratio of homogeneous color area and the shape feature. It is difficult to solve the partial occlusion using color and shape based detection. Third, we hope to obtain as few false detected candidates as possible from detection stage. The more details of traffic sign we describe, the better the detector distinguishes traffic sign from background. However, what we can depict based on our prior knowledge is limited.
(2) To compensate the limitation of knowledge-based approach, the learning-based approach is introduced to traffic sign detection. Learning-based approach is not limited by our describable knowledge on traffic signs but determined by the capability of learning model and training samples, hence being able to deal with more complex cases compared to knowledge-based approach. In the learningbased approach, a series of reliable local features are chosen by learning model and used to represent objects. The chosen local features could be limited to the inner area of traffic sign in the images of training samples, which overcomes the problem caused by similar color background. Additionally, the detection based on local features is more reliable compared to color or shape based detection at partial occlusion condition, naturally. Finally, the automatic mechanism of features selection could describe more details of traffic signs, which is beneficial to reduce the number of false alarms in detection.
The breakthrough of learning-based object detection happened in 2001 when Viola and Jones [17] proposed a novel boosted cascade framework. Based on the assumption that a significant disparity of occurrence rate between faces and background region in common images exists, Viola and Jones adopted a cascade model that connected a series of strong classifiers with AND logic operators and each classifier made decisions for face and nonface categories. Consequently, most of the background region could be rejected rapidly by the first several classifiers with very little computation. To learn such strong classifiers, they employed the Adaptive Boosting (AdaBoost) algorithm, which could efficiently combine many weak classifiers, acting as a feature selection mechanism, and guarantee a optimal result for final classification. Finally, in the lower layer of AdaBoost, they enumerated a large number of Haar-like features based on the integral image and associated them with corresponding stump functions to form a redundant weak classifier pool, which provided fundamental discriminability for the AdaBoost algorithm [18] . This work showed realtime speed and high detection accuracy.
Since then, this approach is applied in traffic sign detection [19] - [21] . However, collecting many traffic sign images manually for training takes much cost. Therefore, an automatic generation method of training samples is proposed in [22] . The training samples are generated from templates of traffic signs. In the generation of samples, shape, texture and color changes are considered to make the samples contain various appearances. By this method, the performance of traffic sign detection improves and the cost of collecting the training images is reduced at the same time.
Classification
In classification stage, the detected candidates are distinguished as one traffic sign from the others. The classification of traffic signs is multi-class classification problem.
One category of multi-class classification methods is based on the combination of two-class (binary) classifiers. One-Versus-One (OVO) or One-Versus-All (OVA) binary classifiers are constructed to separate one class from another or to separate one class from all other classes respectively. Many classification theories have been applied in binary classifier for traffic sign classification, such as neural network [3] , [8] , [20] , Bayesian decision theory [21] , [23] , [24] and Support Vector Machine (SVM) [4] , [11] . Obviously, the number of required binary discriminant functions of OVA is less compared to OVO, but still linearly increases with the number of classes need distinguishing.
Another effective solution is hierarchical classifier, which reduces the number of required binary discriminant functions by sharing classifier knowledge among classes. Another advantage of the hierarchical classifier over the OVA classifier is that each node can use different features and possibly different classification methods to separate the classes from each other [25] . A simple hierarchical classifier is constructed based on manual observation of the similarity between different traffic signs [26] . But the structure of this hierarchical classifier is simple because of the limitation of human knowledge. To enhance the performance of the hierarchical classifier, the automatic generation of the hierarchical classifier is interested. In [25] , Gabor similarity maps are used to automatically derive a hierarchical classifier. The Gabor similarity maps are obtained using Gabor wavelets and they display the similarity of two images. However, this method did not consider the different importance of different areas for clustering. In other words, there is not feature selection processing in the construction of hierarchical classifier. In [27] , Sequential Forward Floating Search (SFFS) is applied as another solution for feature selection and deciding the dividing criterion of each node. But the computation cost of exhaustive searching limits the application of SFFS in high dimensional feature space, such as Haar-like feature space.
Our Previous Works
In order to achieve a high stability and extend the recognition distance of TSR, a dual-focal active camera system was applied. In this system, an active telephoto camera is additionally equipped, which works as an assistant and captures a higher resolution image for traffic sign. This mentioned dual-focal active camera system was firstly applied for TSR in [28] and improved in our previous works [5] , [29] . The improvement is described in Sect. 3.1. The experimental results of our previous work demonstrated that the recognition distance of the dual-focal active camera system is increased compared to the conventional single camera system. However, traffic sign recognition in dark condition could not be realized effectively. The reasons could be divided into two parts. Firstly, in our previous work the shape information is employed in detection, and the shape information becomes unobvious with the decrease of gradient information in dark condition. Thus, the applied detection approach caused a low detection rate in dark condition. Second, we adopted automatic model to control the exposure time of the telephoto camera in the previous work. Unfortunately, the exposure time of telephoto camera could last for a long time in dark condition and such a long exposure time will cause motion blur in the captured image from telephoto camera. In addition, the number of false alarms should be reduced, and a more reasonable classifier is needed for solving the multi-class classification problem.
Traffic Sign Recognition System
In this paper, we develop TSR in the dual-focal active camera system as an improvement of our previous works [5] , [29] . We also adopt the two-step processing in which classification is conducted after detection. The flowchart of the TSR in the dual-focal active camera system is shown in Fig. 1 . Traffic signs are located in the image from the wide angle camera of the dual-focal active camera system in detection stage. Then the system is controlled to make the telephoto camera capture a high accuracy image of each detected candidate. The high accuracy image will be used for re-detection and classification.
In order to recognize traffic sign as soon as it becomes visible in different lighting conditions, we mainly improve the previous works [5] , [29] from two aspects: First, we apply a color transformation method in images from the system, to increase the stability of the image of traffic sign in dark condition. Second, in addition to changing the direction of the telephoto camera, we also control the exposure time of the telephoto camera to capture a high accuracy image for each detected candidate. Besides from the abovementioned aspects, learning-based approach is applied in detection in instead of knowledge-based approach used in [5] , [29] . In classification, we adopt a hierarchical classifier to substitute template matching used in [5] . The involved improvements are described in the following subsections in detail.
One objective of our proposal is to realize TSR at long distance. In camera space, the resolution of an object is inversely proportional to the distance between the object and camera. According to literature review, the TSR systems have been realized at the resolution higher than 30×30 pixels [4] , [7] , [12] , [19] , [21] , [24] . And traffic signs were detected at the resolution with 15×15 pixels in [22] . In our study, we focus on TSR between these two resolutions. When the resolution of traffic sign is higher than 15×15 and lower 30×30 pixels, the telephoto camera can be employed to improve the detection and classification. When the resolution of traffic sign in wide angle camera is higher than 30×30 pixels, the telephoto camera does not work. In this condition, the detection and classification could be both pro- Fig. 1 The flowchart of TSR in dual-focal active camera system. cessed in the image of the wide angle camera. In this paper, we take the circular traffic signs with red rim as example to explain the design of TSR system. The traffic signs of interest are shown in Fig. 2 . But the recognition of other types of traffic signs can also be exploited using our proposal.
Dual-Focal Active Camera System
In this subsection, we present the proposed dual-focal active camera system and the controlling mechanism of the system. The system is shown in Fig. 3 . It is composed of two cameras which differ in field of view and accuracy. The wide angle camera ensures the view field of the system. Another camera in the system is the telephoto camera. It consists of a telelens and a Charge Coupled Device (CCD). The telelens narrows the view angle of the telephoto camera and increases the information of the object of interest.
In conventional dual-focal active camera system [28] , the direction of the telephoto camera is changed by rotating camera. However, we install two galvanometer mirrors in our system. The two mirrors are rotated as reflectors to control the direction of the telephoto camera. The dot line denotes the optical path entering the telephoto camera in Fig. 3 . Because the weight of a mirror is much lighter than a camera, the response speed of the telephoto camera is faster than the conventional system [5] , [29] .
In the dual-focal active camera system, the disparity exits between the wide angle camera and the telephoto camera. The mirrors are installed under the wide angle camera, as shown in Fig. 3 . Therefore, the disparity happens along the vertical direction because of the distance between the upper mirror (for vertical direction) and the wide angle camera. The distance between the center of the wide angle
Fig. 2
The traffic signs of interest.
Fig. 3
The hardware structure of the dual-focal active camera system. camera and the upper mirror is 7 centimeters. The distance is so small compared to the distance between the system and traffic sign of interest. The diameter of regular traffic sign is 60 centimeters. Supposing that the distance between the system and a traffic sign is 30 meters. For this sign, the view angle difference between the two positions (wide angle camera and upper mirror) is 0.134 degree. The physical difference caused by disparity is less than 10 −3 of the image of traffic sign. The difference happens in the telephoto camera is less than 1 pixel. Therefore, the disparity can hardly affect re-detection and classification.
The advantage of the dual-focal active camera system is partial capturing with high accuracy while keeping a broad view. The high accuracy capturing relates not only to the resolution of objects, but also to exposure time. However, the controlling of the telephoto camera is also a difficulty of the system. One problem that needs solving is the direction controlling of the two galvanometer mirrors when the system moves. The positions of detected traffic signs change in the wide angle camera because of the time delay caused by detection and mirror controlling. The linear prediction has been used to compensate the motion of the detected traffic signs [5] . Another problem is the exposure time controlling of the telephoto camera. In order to solve the problem of our previous work, we proposed a artificial exposure time controlling method. The correct exposure time of the telephoto camera is calculated based on the parameters of the two cameras and the information from the wide angle camera. Then, the exposure time is evaluated and limited in a reasonable range to reduce the motion blur of image in dark condition. The calculation of exposure time for the telephoto camera is described as following:
In a typical image formation system, image irradiance E is related to scene radiance L as Eq. (1).
Where, h is the focal length of the camera, d is the diameter of its aperture and φ is the angle between the entering ray and the optical axis of the camera. If our imaging system were ideal, the brightness it records would be I = Et , where, t is the time that the image sensor is exposed to the scene [30] . One scene is recorded as brightness I W in the wide angle camera and brightness I T in the telephoto camera can be represented using Eqs. (2) and (3).
Where the parameters with subscript W are related to the wide angle camera and T are corresponded to the telephoto camera.
Before we describe our exposure time controlling method, we should know the parameters relationship between the two cameras by calibration. The images from the two cameras of the system are shown in Fig. 4 . The corresponding area of the image from the telephoto camera is indicated by the rectangle in the image of the wide angle camera, as shown in Fig. 4 (a) . The I W in Eq. (2) can be considered as the average brightness of the area of interest in the image from the wide angle camera, and the I T in Eq. (3) is the average brightness of the image from the telephoto camera. The φ T is simplified as zero because of the narrow angle of the telephoto camera. The parameters relationship of two cameras can be described as Eq. (4).
Suppose that the parameters relationship P calibration of the two cameras is known, the exposure time of the telephoto camera can be controlled based on the image from the wide angle camera, as shown in Eq. (5).
Where the t W is the exposure time of the wide angle camera. I W is the average brightness for the area of interest in image from the wide angle camera. I T is the desired average brightness of the area of interest in image from the telephoto camera, which is constant parameter 128 in 8-bit gray image. Suppose that an image including the area of interest is captured from the wide angle camera at a exposure time t W , in order to obtain a high accuracy image of this area with average brightness I T , we can control the exposure time of the telephoto camera based on the captured image information I W from the wide angle camera. One high resolution image is mosaicked using images from the telephoto camera in daytime, is shown in Fig. 5 . The generated image has not only higher resolution, but also a wider dynamic range compared to Fig. 4 (a) , because we control the exposure time for each local area.
Color Transformation for Traffic Signs
One difficulty of traffic sign detection is caused by light changing outside. The different lighting conditions mainly change the intensity of image, as the left and right parts of Fig. 4 (a) . Converting an RGB image into normalized RGB image can reduce the intensity variations. The normalized RGB color space is obtained as Eqs. (6) to (8) . Our proposed color transformation utilizes the idea of normalized RGB transformation.
In traffic sign detection, the objective is to distinguish the pattern of traffic signs from complex background. As shown in Fig. 2 , the traffic signs of interest are painted using blue, red and white three colors. The G channel of RGB color image is not so useful to represent the traffic signs of interest. Therefore, we can compress the RGB color space to RB plane, which can keep the pattern of the traffic signs of interest and reduce the complexity of background. The color transformation is described in Fig. 6 . Illumined by the normalized RGB transformation, we project the compressed color information X'(x R , x B ) to 8-bit output Y based on the angle θ between the line OX'to blue axis OB. Based on this operation, the color transformation is defined as RB Angle Transformation (RBAT).
The Fig. 7 (c) shows the RBAT result of the image in Fig. 7 (a) . The result demonstrates that the proposed RBAT can highlight the traffic signs compared to the gray scale image in Fig. 7 (b) . Four images of traffic signs at different lighting conditions are shown in Fig. 8 (a) . Compared to the gray scale images in Fig. 8 (b) , the RBAT results, as shown in Fig. 8 (c) , are more reliable at different lighting conditions. We have described the RBAT for traffic signs with blue, red and white colors. In fact, we can use the idea of RBAT to deal with other kinds of traffic signs. We developed another transformation for the traffic sign with yellow and black colors, is shown in Eq. (9) . The r, g and b are calculated from Eqs. (6) to (8) . An RGB image with a traffic sign is shown in Fig. 9 (a), Fig. 9 (b) is its transformation result, which indicates that the idea of the proposed RBAT can be exploited to other traffic signs for highlighting the pattern of traffic signs by reducing the complexity of background.
Detection
In order to obtain discriminative features of traffic signs, the learning-based approach is used in detection. As description in related works, Viola and Jones's work showed amazing real-time speed and high detection accuracy. In the training of detector, we mainly choose the Viola and Jone's framework. Because of the good performance of the RBAT presented in the last subsection, we adopt the RBAT to transform the RGB three-channel image to single-channel image instead of the gray image used in [19] - [21] . Therefore, the detector training is a combination of the Viola and Jones's framework and the proposed RBAT, as shown in Fig. 10 .
First step of training is obtaining a database including positive samples and negative samples. Instead of manually collecting positive samples, we adopt an automatic approach, proposed in [22] . In the generation, many conditions are considered, such as color changing, out-of-plane rotation and in-plane rotation. These various positive samples could make the trained detector invariant to light changing and rotations. The generation of negative samples is relative simple. We randomly select a series of block images from a video sequence. Then, we check the selected block images manually and verify that the block images do not include traffic sign.
In step 2, the RGB image of each sample is transformed as an 8-bit single-channel image based on RBAT. Then the Haar-like features are generated from the RBAT result in step 3. The generated feature vectors of all samples are input to training in step 4. In step 4, we use an improved Boosting algorithm with confidence-rated predictions. The improved Boosting generates not only predicted classifications, but also confidence scores for prediction [31] . The confidence scores could be used for estimating the position and scale of detected candidates in detection. The output of step 4 is a strong classifier with best performance for current database. The strong classifier will be added to cascade model in step 5. If the performance of the cascade model satisfies our target, go the step 7 and output the cascade model as a detector. Otherwise update the negative samples using the cascade model in step 6 in order to train one more strong classifier in next iterative process. In the updating, the correctly classified negative samples are replaced by new negative samples. The new negative samples are the block images, which do not contain traffic sign, but are classified as traffic sign incorrectly by the current cascade model.
One objective of our proposal is to realize traffic sign recognition at long distance. Therefore, we specially need a detector for traffic signs with low resolution. But the performance of detector for lower resolution detection should be worse than detector for higher resolution detection. We use experiments to prove our hypothesis. Five cascade model detectors are trained at different resolutions. The results are demonstrated in Fig. 11 .
The performance of detectors is evaluated in training database using Correct Detection Rate (CDR) and False Positive Rate (FPR), which are defined as Eqs. (10) and (11) , where n is the number of strong classifiers in cascade model. The CDR and FPR of the detector with cascade model is the product of CDR and FPR of each strong classifier. In Fig. 11 , the number on each mark denotes the number of strong classifiers in cascade model. By comparing the data of one curve, it concludes that the CDR and FPR decrease with the increase of the number of strong classifiers. By comparing the data of different curves, our hypothesis is proved, which the detector with higher resolution has a better performance. The improvement of the performance becomes little when the resolution of detector approaches 24×24 pixels.
False Positive All Negative i (11) In order to solve the conflict between the objective of low resolution detection and good performance achievement, we construct a detector with different resolutions to locate traffic signs in the result of RBAT, as shown in Fig. 12 . The sequence number of sub-detector indicates resolution. Based on the analysis in Fig. 11 , we slide the three subdetectors (16, 20, 24) in the RBAT result. This detection processing generates a result pool with three levels. Because each sub-detector is invariant to scale changing around its resolution, the three results contain the detection results corresponding to the traffic signs with the resolution from 14×14 to 26×26 pixels. To avoid more than one detected candidates around traffic sign, the position with local maximum is chosen as a detected candidate in the summation of the three detection results. The scale of the detected traffic sign is corresponding to the level with maximum confident score around the detected position. In practical, if the traffic signs with higher resolution are interested, the sub-detector 24 can be slid in pyramid structured images for detection instead of adding more sub-detector with higher resolution, because the performance is not so much improved when the resolution of sub-detector reaches 24×24 pixels.
This detector with multi-resolution is applied in the RBAT result of image from the wide angle camera, to provide the positions of interest for the active telephoto camera. Before mirror controlling, motion estimation is conducted to compensate the position changing of each candidate caused by system moving as our previous work [5] . After detection, we capture another image from the wide angle camera. This image is used to predict the position of candidate at capturing time of the telephoto camera, together with the detection result. The high accuracy image of detected candidate is captured from the telephoto camera by controlling two mirrors and exposure time of the telephoto camera.
Re-Detection and Classification
The high accuracy image includes the information of both the candidate traffic sign and background. In addition, the captured candidate may be a false positive candidate. This unnecessary information is removed in a re-detection step. This processing is similar to the detection in the image from the wide angle camera. Therefore, we still choose a cascade model detector. Based on the zoom factor of telephoto camera and lowest resolution of sub-detector in detection step, we apply a detector with the resolution of 48×48 pixels in RBAT result of the high accuracy image. This processing is conducted in a pyramid structured images for the invariance of scale. The block image detected from re-detection is used for classification.
Because of the advantage of hierarchical classifier, we choose it for classification instead of OVA classifier. In the construction of hierarchical classifier, the main problem is the division of the provided classes at each node of hierarchical classifier. In [27] , a binary decision tree is applied to limit the number of clusters as two at each node. A SFFS algorithm is used to search the best combination of discriminating features for each supposed divisions. The optimal division is decided by comparing the value of error function of different supposed divisions. In fact, the searching of division and feature selection are conducted together. This computation could be considered as the multiplication between the number of supposed divisions and the number of features.
Because the Haar-like feature has a good performance for distinguishing traffic sign from background in detection, we have good reason to believe that the Haar-like feature is more reliable than the gray-level pixel value used in [27] . The Haar-like features of the RBAT result of the segmented block image are used for classification. But the large number of Haar-like features would make the searching of division time consuming. Therefore, we use a fast clustering method in order to obtain the division at each node, and then find a best combination of Haar-like features for the decided division with the aid of Adaboost. The flowchart of the clustering approach is shown in Fig. 13 .
The input of the clustering method is the all Haar-like features of c × l training samples, where c is the number of classes and l is the number of samples of each class. Our purpose is to divide the c classes into different partitions by clustering. As shown in Fig. 13 , we firstly search an optimal division for each feature.
For each Haar-like feature, the distribution of feature values of each class is obtained corresponding to discrete partitions d in step 2. In step 3, the thresholds used for clustering are derived from the sorted values of the discrete partitions. In the following step, we use the thresholds and the feature distribution to get an optimal division for current feature. Next, we draw the distribution curve of the features for each class in step 4. The horizontal axis of curve indicates the discrete partitions value, and the vertical axis indicates the number of samples in each discrete partition. The red line is a chosen threshold from step 3. Therefore, if threshold is supposed, we can obtain the dividing results of c curves corresponding to c classes. If the most part of one distribution curve locates at the left side of a threshold, as the first curve, the division code of the curve is left, and the right part is error, which is painted by green. On the contrary, the division code is right and error is the left part, such as the second curve. Thus, each threshold generate c division codes and one error, as shown in step 5.
After the first five steps, division codes and errors are generated, which are corresponding to different thresholds. In our clustering method, we do not limit the number of divided partitions, Therefore, c − 1 thresholds are chosen in step 6 in order to search the optimal division for current feature. The thresholds have two characters: the division code generated by one threshold is different with the others, and each threshold has minimum error for its division code. The optimal division and thresholds are decided by considering the cost of each additional threshold in step 7. In this way, we obtain the optimal division and division error for the current Haar-like feature. To improve the efficiency of the hierarchical classifier, we limit the minimum number of classes in each divided partitions not less than two, when the number of classes is more than four at each node. Finally, we choose one division from all possible divisions as the clustering result in step 9.
The tree structure of hierarchical classifier is generated, is shown in Fig. 14 . Unfortunately, even though our method does not limit the number of divided partitions, the gener- ated hierarchical classifier is still a binary decision tree. This demonstrates that the division error is increased with the number of divided partitions. After the structure of hierarchical classifier is generated, the AdaBoost is employed for feature selection at each node. If the number of divided partitions is more than two, we can employ the Vector Boosting for feature selection [31] . The classification rate of each node is higher than 0.99 in training data with a resolution of 48×48 pixels. This indicates that the resolution of 48×48 pixels is enough for classification of the traffic signs of interest.
Experimental Results
The experiment device is shown in Fig. 15 . The test data used in the experiments, was captured by the proposed system mounted on a car while driving around a city in daytime, nightfall and nighttime. The nightfall and nighttime are defined as dark condition in this study, because of the low lighting intensity of environment. The average velocity of vehicle was about 40 km/h. The result of experiment is evaluated in following subsections.
Detection
We judge the performance of detection by means of Detection Rate (DR) and False Alarm Rate (FAR) are defined in Eqs. (12) and (13) . The performance of detection is shown in Table 1 .
Detection Rate = Detected tra f f ic signs T ra f f ic signs in data (12)
False Alarm Rate = False alarms Frames in data (13) In the data collected in daytime, 129 circular traffic signs appear in 4916 frames from the wide angle camera. 126 traffic signs can be located in detection, and 1126 false alarms are generated. The FAR is 0.229, which means one false alarm appears in every four frames averagely. We selected 95 frames from the full daytime database. 100 traffic signs appear in the selected images and are detected by the applied multi-resolution detector. The resolution range of the 100 traffic signs is from 14×14 pixels to 26×26 pixels. The performance of the detector with multi-resolution is compared to detectors with single resolution using the selected images. Although the detector with the resolution of 24×24 pixels has a low false alarm number, its DR is also low. The detector with the resolution of 16×16 pixels has a high DR number, but its FAR is 3.66 times of the multi-resolution detector in the selected images. This result demonstrates that the detector with multi-resolution can improve the DR and FAR in low resolution detection. Another data was collected in dark condition. 54 traffic signs appear in 1032 frames from the wide angle camera. The performance of detection is shown in the right column of Table 1 . The experiment result of DR demonstrates that traffic signs also are detected effectively in dark condition by the detector used in daytime experiment. The reason is that the applied RBAT makes the detection invariant to light changing.
Mirror Controlling
As our previous work [5] , motion estimation is conducted before mirror controlling to compensate the position changing caused by system movement. In the dual-focal active camera system, the resolution of the telephoto camera is 120×160, the zoom factor of the telephoto camera is 3.5 times relative to the wide angle camera. Suppose that the diameter of a detected traffic sign is d pixels in the image from the wide angle camera. The traffic sign should have a diameter of 3.5×d pixels, and be located at the central position in the image from the telephoto camera, if the mirrors controlling is accurate. Therefore, the system has a permissible error E x along the horizontal direction, and permissible error E y along the vertical direction, as defined in Eqs. (14) and (15) . In other words, the telephoto camera still can capture a whole high accuracy image of a traffic sign, if the error of compensation is less than the permissible error of the system. Because our objective is to recognize traffic sign as soon as it is detected, we evaluate the performance of the mirror controlling when traffic signs are detected at first time, as shown in Table 2 . The incorrect capturing is hap- pened at the time of sharp turning of vehicle, is shown in Fig. 16 .
Exposure Time Controlling
In daytime experiment, the exposure time of the wide angle camera is controlled based on the intensity of previous frame, which makes the global image exposed at an appropriate time in daytime. But some local areas are dark because of shadow, as shown in Fig. 17 (c) (e) . Because of the proposed RBAT and multi-resolution detector, the traffic signs can be detected at low resolution in different lighting conditions. The corresponding high accuracy image of the detected traffic signs are shown in Fig. 17 (b) (d) (f) . The exposure time controlling of the telephoto camera makes the captured high accuracy image has good contrast, even the traffic sign has low lighting intensity in the wide angle camera. In dark condition, the exposure time of camera is increased because of the lighting intensity decrease. In order to reduce the motion blur in image caused by long exposure time, we define maximum exposure time for the wide angle camera and telephoto camera. The thresholds are chosen as 25 and 60 milliseconds separately based on pre-experiment (speed of car is 40 km/h). The threshold 60 milliseconds is used in the exposure time controlling method to limit the exposure time of the telephoto camera. Some detection results in dark condition are shown in Fig. 18 (a) (c) (e) . And the corresponding high accuracy images of the detected traffic signs are shown in Fig. 18 (b) (d) (f) . The low lighting appearance of Fig. 18 (f) is caused by the threshold for the telephoto camera. The average exposure time of the telephoto camera is calculated in three conditions: daytime, nightfall and nighttime, as shown in Table 3 . The exposure time for different traffic signs are shown in Fig. 19 . In nighttime environment, the exposure time of the telephoto camera is limited, as shown in Fig. 19 (e) (f) . 
Re-Detection
After the high accuracy image captured from the telephoto camera, the re-detection is employed to extract accurate area of traffic sign. The re-detection can reject some false alarms. fic signs. The performance is demonstrated in Table 4 . The DR of re-detection is higher compared to detection in different environments. The reasons include the higher accuracy capturing by the telephoto camera and the better performance of the detector with higher resolution compared to detection. Some images from the telephoto camera are shown in Fig. 20 . When two traffic signs appear in the high accuracy image, the one near to the center of image is chosen as the re-detection result, such as Fig. 20 (c), (d), (f) . The re-detection results indicate that the detectors applied in detection and re-detection have a property invariant to light changing, color changing, rotation and partial occlusion. But there are still some false alarms after re-detection, as shown in Fig. 20 (n), (o) . In fact, the most false alarms are caused by blue circular traffic signs and green traffic light, because their patterns are similar to the traffic signs of interest after RBAT.
Classification
The block image from the re-detection is input to the hierarchical classifier. In order to demonstrate the advantage of the hierarchical classifier, an OVA classifier is trained using the combination of Viola and Jones's framework and RBAT. The classification result is shown as Table 5 . The correct classification rate of the hierarchical classifier is higher than the OVA classifier in different environments. The reason is the hierarchical classifier provides more classifiers for some traffic signs, such as speed limited signs at the bottom layer of Fig. 14 . These signs are difficult to distinguish with other signs. Some classification results are shown in Fig. 21 . The green number attached in the images is the classification result, which is corresponding to the sequence number of the traffic signs of interest in Fig. 2 . Even the contrast of some images is decreased in dark condition, they are recognized correctly. The reason is that RBAT is also applied in re-detection and classification. The last four detected signs can not be classified correctly, which caused by serious occlusion and rotation. It is a reasonable conclusion that the classification needs more accurate information compared to detection and re-detection. Table 6 . The time of Capturing is equal to the exposure time of the telephoto camera. In this study, the resolution of traffic sign of interest is from 14×14 to 26×26 pixels in image from the wide angle camera. Therefore, the traffic sign should be detected and processed by the system at least one time in the range of interest. This is the requirement for computation time. The diameter of the regular circle traffic sign on road is 60 centimeters. The focal length of the wide angle camera is 1305 pixels, which is obtained by calibration. Suppose that a traffic sign appears from far position. The camera can acquire an image with the resolution 14×14 pixels for the sign, when the distance from the sign to the camera is 55.93 meters. And the resolution 26×26 pixels is corresponding the distance 30.11 meters. In addition, the speed of vehicle is 40 km/h (11.11 m/s), thus the time used movement between the two distances is 2.32 seconds. In experiment, the maximum number of detected candidates in one image from the wide angle camera is 4. We use the Maximum time of each stage and suppose 4 candidates are detected, in order to illustrate the worst case. From detection to classification for all candidates, the needed time is 1.05 second, which is calculated using Eq. (16), the first two letters are used to denote each stage of Table 6 .
Therefore, there are two chances to detect and process the traffic signs. The processing time satisfies the requirement.
Performance of System
In order to approve the effectiveness of the proposed system, we conducted comparison experiments using our previous method under same condition. The comparison experimental results are shown in Table 7 according to different environments.
The daytime experimental results demonstrate that the system recognition rate is slightly increased by this study, and false alarm rate is reduced to one fifth of the previous method. In the previous method, we employed shape and color information to detect traffic sign from the image of the wide angle camera. Then, ellipse detection is adopted in re-detection. In this paper, the learning-based approach is applied in detection and re-detection. The learning model could choose a series of reliable local features to represent the shared characteristics of traffic signs. The chosen features provide more distinguishability for traffic signs from other objects. In the daytime experiment, the traffic signs could not be recognized in previous work, which is shown in Fig. 22 (a) . In fact, this traffic sign can be located in the detection stage of the previous method. But the ellipse detection conducted in re-detection is failed because of partial occlusion. Therefore, the local feature based redetection has better performance at the case of partial occlusion, compared to the previous method. Moreover, false alarm rate is improved. Some images of false alarms generated by the previous method are shown in Fig. 22 (b) (c) (d) (e) (f). These candidates could be filtered in the method of this study. It approve that learning-based detection and re-detection provide a better performance compared to previous method in daytime environment. We also conducted experiments in dark condition using our previous method. The comparison experimental results are also shown in Table 7 . The nightfall and nighttime experimental results demonstrate that the system recognition rate is improved by this study. The improvement caused by two stages. First stage is detection. Traffic sign can be detected effectively in the image from the wide angle camera, because the applied RBAT increases the stability of the image of traffic sign in dark condition. Moreover, second stage is the exposure time controlling of the telephoto camera. Some high accuracy images captured by the previous controlling method are shown in Fig. 23 . Based on the comparison between Fig. 23 and Fig. 20 , it concludes that our proposed exposure time controlling method could reduce the motion blur compared to the previous method. These two stages contribute to the improvement of recognition rate in dark condition.
One objective of this paper is to recognize traffic sign at longer distance. The longer distance is corresponding to lower resolution in camera space. There is a comparison with other proposals about recognition resolution, as shown in Table 8 . Our proposed system achieves a recognition rate of 0.885 at low resolution in daytime environment, and reaches 0.778 recognition rate in dark condition. The result approaches to other conventional systems at higher resolution. The reason is that in our system the telephoto camera is equipped as an assistant of the wide angle camera.
Discussion
In this paper, we propose a TSR system for 12 different traffic signs. The examined traffic signs are circle with red rim and blue symbol. The recognition of other traffic signs could be exploited using the proposed hardware and approach. But the performance of system is challenged if we increase the type of examined traffic sign. Before we discuss the performance of traffic signs recognition, we firstly analyze how to extend our system for the recognition of other traffic signs. We need our prior knowledge to group traffic signs according the characteristics of traffic signs. These characteristics are represented by color, shape and inner symbol. Based on the characteristics, different color transformations, detectors and classifiers should be developed for different types of traffic sign.
Next, we discuss how to improve the system's performance for one type of traffic signs. In the training stage of detector, the chosen features by the learning model determine the performance of detection, which includes correct detection rate and false alarm rate. Actually, the training process is a tradeoff between correct detection rate and false alarm rate. Therefore, we can increase the false alarm rate in return for gaining the detection rate. But the result of increasing the false alarm rate is more non traffic sign candidates are generated. One advantage of the dual-focal active camera system is that the telephoto camera can acquire high accuracy image. The detected non traffic sign candidates are possible filtered in re-detection stage by using the captured high accuracy image. By analysis, it is possible to reduce the performance decrease caused by increasing the examined traffic signs.
When an image contains many traffic signs or detected candidates, it will reduce the efficiency of the system, especially for mirror controlling, re-detection and classification of the signs. In order to reduce the time consuming caused by many detected traffic signs, the tracking stage is proposed in this study. Each detected traffic sign is tracked from the moment that it is detected at the first time. And the mirror controlling, high accuracy image capturing, re-detection and classification are conducted as the traffic sign is detected at the first time. In the following time, if the traffic sign appears again, the system does not repeat the above mentioned processing (mirror controlling, high accuracy image capturing, re-detection and classification). In other word, the mirror controlling, high accuracy image capturing, re-detection and classification are only conducted for new appearing traffic sign. In this way, we could improve the efficiency of the system.
We have done experiments in night condition. The experimental results demonstrate that the system is more effective in night condition compared to previous work. Because our system is installed on the top of the vehicle without any waterproof device, we could not do experiment in rainy environment currently. In fact, drops of rain could also be considered as a kind of noise appearing in image. If the rain is light, the performance of the system would not be influenced. But if the rain is heavy, an image modification processing step is supposed to be considered to reduce changing of image caused by rain.
Conclusions
In this paper, we develop a TSR system in a ducal-focal active camera system. Through the design of TSR system and experiment, we obtain following conclusions. First, with the help of the telephoto camera of the ducal-focal active camera system, the proposed TSR system recognizes traffic signs at longer distance compared to conventional single camera system. It demonstrates that the dual-focal active camera system could be useful in the application of long distance object recognition. Second, the proposed color transformation and applied multi-resolution detector make the system accurately locate traffic sign at low resolution in different lighting conditions, and this approach effectively reduce the number of false alarms. Third, our exposure time controlling method improves the performance of the active telephoto camera. The high accuracy image from the active telephoto camera not only has a high resolution, but also clearly presents the detected traffic signs, even in dark conditions. Fourth, the fast clustering method makes the application of high dimensional feature space in hierarchical classifier possible. The second and third aspects contribute to realize TSR with invariance to lighting in the dual-focal active camera system.
Although the system is more reliable compared to our previous work, the experiments analysis indicates some remaining challenges. First, the accuracy of the motion estimation when the vehicle is sharply turning needs improving. Second, more experiments will be conducted with different speed of car in dark condition, in order to improve the stability of the system for different speed. These two points are our future works.
